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 nDeveloper: OminicSoftnIn this edition we had to implement new battle system, new AI, new units, new buildings, new game
options, new units card options and a great number of optimization fixes. This release fixes a lot of serious bugs, random

crashes, random unit combats and much more.Rulers of Nations is a simulation game about land battles between countries. You
have to build an army, and prepare to play the game of your dreams. Let's set up some dates to get the ball rolling. Game
Mechanics: Battle - Best of three military battles between two nations. Conquest - Realistic war simulation where you can

conquer all of the lands around the World. Go to for a more in-depth look at all the game options.Controls: Movement - W, A,
S, D (Move units). Attack - Space (attack). Click on units to order them to attack. Add damage. Research - If you research a

new technology you can unlock all the units on the map for a limited period of time. Buildings - Start your empire with a city,
mine, art studio, observatory, factory, hospital, store, spaceport or university. Tabs - Manage all your units, buildings, research.
Rebalance - One of the game's main features is an in-depth rebalance that lets you work on all the game's aspects. Generals -
Choose your Generals from a great selection of officers from the 18th century to present day. Generals will give their troops

different bonuses. Fog of War - The other main feature is the Fog of War which lets you cover any of the units on the map from
the spy screen. Dismounts - Dismount your generals and sub-commanders to ensure that they are not visible.Nuclear Weapons -
The only nation that can build nuclear weapons is the United States. The USA have it's own nuclear submarines, atomic bases

and spy satellites. Give your nuclear weapons a target name and they'll explode a target for you. A great feature for challenging
multiplayer. AI - The AI's rules are different to those of real life. Generally, they prefer to attack, and when attacked they will
retreat to a defensive position. They're not as bad as they used to be, but some of the good strategies have been forgotten. They

also have a game-breaking bug which lets them predict the rest of your moves and eliminate you. Check out the official
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